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Jane Smith
Progress in 3 Year Olds as of March 2018
Engineering/Art Design
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

build with a purpose
can work in a group to design projects
teacher comments
Jane loves to build with wooden blocks, magnets or bristle blocks. She does well following directions of
a simple build (long vs. tall, big vs. little) and she can replicate simple designs too!

Science
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

ask and answer simple questions
Can name 5 vegetables Can name 5 fruits
Knows difference between
sometimes/always foods
describe, sort, and classify objects
explain observations in own words
hypothesize
identify seasons/weather/temperature
use 5 senses to make observations and
discoveries
teacher comments
Jane really excels with classifying things and making predictions. She is often right too! We have
recently introduced the 5 senses and will continue to work on that concept in class over the next few
months.
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Math
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

1:1 correspondence up to 10
can count up to 20
can identify patterns; AB & ABC
can identify shapes; heart, circle,
rectangle, star, square, triangle
can match pictures
knows days of the week
knows opposites
number recognition 1-10 in print
Red Blue Yellow Green Orange Purple
White Black
sorts objects by color and shape
teacher comments
Jane is doing great in math! She does really well with math manipulatives and can do 1:1
correspondence all the way to 20! She is still working on memorizing the days of the week. We work on
that every day in circle time so I know she will pick it up soon!

Story
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

Answers questions about stories
Came make predictions
Recalls a simple story
Shows interests in books
teacher comments
Jane is so cute doing story time! She loves to make predictions and is always the first to let us know
what is going to happen next in the stories we have read before. In the 3yr old room we begin to teach
how to re-tell simple stories. Jane is doing a great job with simple prompting to sequence story events.
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Character Traits that Support Learning
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

able to play by themselves
able to share
accepts responsibility
demonstrates self control
express ideas orally and by drawing
follows and understands classroom rules
handles materials carefully
has good clean up habits
listens while adult is teaching
requests help when needed
works together with other children
teacher comments
Jane is our social butterfly in class. She loves to play with her friends and is very inclusive of others. In
fact, she definitely prefers to play and work in a group than independently.

Fine Motor
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

attempts to draw a square
can connect dots 1-10
can draw a circle
can draw a straight line
can string large beads
can use glue correctly
grasps pencil properly
holds helper scissors properly while
cutting
puts together a puzzle
teacher comments
Jane is on track with all of her fine motor skills.
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Reading & Language
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

answer questions about stories
answer simple questions
breaks down words saying beginning
sound
can make predictions
can rhyme simple words
can share personal experience
can verbally say ABC
clear pronunciation when speaking
describes characters in story
knows opposites
recalls a simple story
recognizes capital letters
recognizes letter sounds
say his/her name and age
shows interests in books
understands above/below
understands big/little
understands in/out
understands the concept of same and
different

Social Studies

can say town in which they live
engages in role playing
name self and family members
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Writing
not
yet

improved meets

exceeds

can attempt first name
can complete pre-writing skills sheets
create letters with playdough
teacher comments
Jane has come along way with her pre-writing skills! We continue to remind her to hold her pencil with a
"pinch" and she is now doing it correctly more times than not.

teacher comments
Jane is such a joy to have in class! She has lots of friends and is always volunteering to help the
teacher. Her favorite thing to do in the gym is jump into the pit! I love having Jane in my class.
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